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All of our products are covered 

by our guarantee which can be found 

at the back of this document .

Five-star luxury and ultimate indulgence begins with 

Aquaroc™, the freestanding bathtub specialist .  

Aquaroc™ have revolutionised the way people use their 

bathrooms, embracing a new definition of bathroom 

lavishness and unsurpassable relaxation with our range 

of meticulously designed, hand-finished, solid surface, 

stone resin baths . The free-standing exquisite designs 

are beautiful and impressive .

Explore our stunning collection of contemporary yet 

timeless designs and choose a bath to add a touch of 

elegance to your bathroom . When you have found your 

perfect bath, why not complement it with one of our 

matching basins, vanity and mirror? Create a sanctuary 

of solitude and relaxation . . .

http://www.aquaroc.com
http://www.aquaroc.com
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ENZO
MATTE BLACK 

FREESTANDING BATH 1700
SOLID SURFACE STONE RESIN
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ENZO
SPECIFICATIONS OVERVIEW

MODEL

COLOUR

MATERIAL

FINISH

LENGTH

WIDTH

HEIGHT

THICKNESS

WEIGHT

WATER CAPACITY TO OVERFLOW

BUILT-IN OVERFLOW

POP-UP WASTE INCLUDED

BATH WASTE FITTING INCLUDED

PACKAGING SIZE

GUARANTEE

ENZO

BLACK

SOLID SURFACE STONE RESIN

MATTE BLACK OUTSIDE POLISHED INSIDE

1700MM

800MM

550MM

20MM

138KG

270 LITRES

YES

POLISHED BLACK SOLID SURFACE CLICK CLACK

LOW-PROFILE WASTE CONNECTOR & FLEXI PIPE

1820 X 920 X 750MM

LIFETIME

The matte black Enzo is dramatic and decadent; the black 

is alluring and impressive, adding a little theatre to the 

bathroom aesthetic . Packed with panache and personality, 

the black Enzo is crafted to perfection in our signature 

matte black finish .
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ENZO
1700 x 800 x 550  –  SPECIFICATIONS IN MM

ENZO BATH
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Before you begin installing a new Aquaroc™ bath it is important to have reviewed the specific 

model technical drawing and bath specification within this booklet. This will show accurate 

dimensions, waste location and weight of your chosen bath.

Each one of our exquisite baths is supplied with a matching solid surface click clack waste, 

low-profile waste connector and extendible flexible pipe which fits within the bath void and the 

base of the floor. Our waste pipes will work with all British standard bath traps.

1 .
Before positioning the bath ensure the floor is clean and 

level. Once the bath is in position, trace the outline of the 

bath base with a pencil.

2 .
Within the outline of the bath base measure and cut 

a hole into the subfloor large enough to bring through 

your waste pipework.  

ENZO 1700 INSTALLATION
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ENZO 1700 INSTALLATION

3 .
Position two timber lengths at either side of the bath and 

then lift the bath onto the timbers. This allows the bath to 

be propped up high enough to be able to connect the waste 

fitting to the trap.

4 .
Upon completion of connecting the waste pipe to the 

trap, we recommend you fill the bath halfway and then 

open the waste to check for any leaks. Once you are 

satisfied there are no leaks remove the timbers and lower 

the bath into position.

5 .
Finally apply a bead of tub and tile caulk around the 

bottom edge of the bath where it meets the floor. Wipe off 

any excess with a wet cloth. Then wait 24 hours before use. 

All bath installation must be completed by a competent qualified professional only.All bath installation must be completed by a competent qualified professional only.

AQUAROC.COMAQUAROC.COM

ENZO BATH
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Our luxurious high performing solid surface stone 

material is enriched with the world’s finest minerals 

and mixed with a superior performance resin. 

This revolutionary material delivers an exceptional 

quality to the bathroom experience and can be crafted 

into the most inspiring bathroom products by the world’s 

leading luxury designers and architects.

Launched after years of research and development, 

Aquaroc proves ground-breaking. While retaining

the sensual touch, luxurious feel and warmth, 

the material delivers superior strength, 

high performance and durability.

The highest engineering and design standards are 

exceeded. It outperforms all other conventional

bathroom materials. Tactile to the touch and shaped by 

hand with absolute perfection, Aquaroc exemplifies the 

best of modern technology, combined with the meticulous 

craftsmanship of the finest artisans.

AQUAROC CARE & GUARANTEE 

Aquaroc™ is a proud British brand with a global presence 

who specialise in creating exquisite high-end bathrooms 

expertly crafted from our unique material, we are 

proud to be one of the market leaders in this industry, 

our reputation has been built on unparalleled quality, 

innovative designs and outstanding customer service .
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AQUAROC CARE & GUARANTEE 

CARE & GUARANTEE

We recommend our matte finished products should be 

cleaned frequently with warm soapy water. Preferably the 

product should be cleaned immediately after use, rinsed 

with water and dried with a soft cloth.

Cream cleaning products should be used for stubborn 

stains we recommend using CIF or AJAX please follow 

the instructions on the packaging of your chosen cleaner.

Do not use concentrated bleach, tar-based shampoo 

or any acid/acidic cleaning products.

We strongly recommend that you use the wet and dry 

sandpaper pad to give the bath a deep clean at

least once a month. The pad will remove all stubborn 

stains and fine scratches. Use the pad with plenty 

of warm soapy water.

Surface scratches and chips can be polished out using 

various grades of sandpaper depending on the depth 

of the scratch/chip. Once the scratch or chip has gone, 

you will need to smoothen it off using the fine grade 

sandpaper that was supplied with your product.

CLEANING & CARE - MATTE FINISH

We recommend our polished finished products should be 

cleaned frequently with warm soapy water. Preferably the 

product should be cleaned immediately after use, rinsed 

with water and dried with a soft cloth.

Cream cleaning products should be used and we 

recommend using CIF or AJAX please follow the

instructions on the packaging of your chosen cleaner.

For stubborn stains and light surface scratches 

we recommend using a polishing kit.

Do not use concentrated bleach, Tar based shampoo or 

any acid/acidic cleaning products. Scouring powders/

pads or abrasive cleaners should also never be used.

For deep scratches and chips we recommend that you 

use a professional stone mason. These companies can 

be found by doing a search online for solid surface stone 

resin repair.

CLEANING & CARE - POLISHED FINISH

AQUAROC.COMAQUAROC.COM
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CARE & GUARANTEE

LIFETIME GOODS GUARANTEE 

Our lifetime goods guarantee is 

intended to cover the reasonably 

anticipated lifespan of goods and 

applies to the original purchaser and 

the original installation address only. 

The guarantee is non-transferable.

REGISTER YOUR PURCHASE

We require the original proof of 

purchase to be provided for us to be 

able to consider any claim, so please 

keep your receipt. Your guarantee 

must be registered online via our 

Aquaroc care and guarantee page 

within 14 days of receiving your order.

In the unlikely event the goods 

fails within the guarantee period, 

we will offer a free replacement or 

replacement part. Liability is limited 

to individual goods and does not 

cover consequential loss.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

All goods must be installed in 

accordance with the instructions 

provided, and only to be fitted 

by qualified professionals. Your 

guarantee will be invalidated if you 

do not follow our fitting instructions.

This guarantee does not cover any 

loss or damage during installation or 

faults caused by not adhering to our 

cleaning and care guide.

You are responsible for the safe care 

and storage of all goods once they 

are delivered, failure to do so will void 

your guarantee. Accidental damage is 

not covered.

We must be given the opportunity to 

inspect the goods, which may be 

on-site, if we request to do so. 

The goods should not be removed or 

destroyed before inspection without 

our consent.

Aquaroc cannot be held liable for any 

reinstallation or fitting costs relating 

to the replacing of any spare part or 

replaced product.

We meticulously test everything we sell to ensure we 

are bringing you the finest products, guaranteed to last . 

We are so confident in the quality of Aquaroc solid 

surface stone resin products that we offer a lifetime 

goods guarantee and a flawless finish as standard .
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